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Abstract—Domain adaptation focuses on utilizing a labeled
source domain to classify an unlabeled target domain. Un-
til recently domain adaptation setting was attributed to have
only shared label space across both domains. However, this
setting/assumption does not fit the real-world scenarios where
the target domain may contain label sets that are absent in
the source domain. This circumstance paved the way for the
Open Set Domain Adaptation (OSDA) setting that supports the
availability of unknown classes in the domain adaptation setting
and demands the domain adaptation model to classify the
unknown classes as an unknown class besides the shared/known
classes. Negative transfer is a critical issue in open set domain
adaptation, which stems from a misalignment of known/unknown
classes before/during adaptation. Current open set domain adap-
tation methods lack at handling negative transfers due to faulty
known-unknown class separation modules. To this end, we
propose a novel approach to OSDA, Domain Adaptation based on
Mutual Information (DAMI). DAMI leverages the optimization
of Mutual Information to increase shared information between
known-known samples and decrease shared information between
known-unknown samples. A weighting module utilizes the shared
information optimization to execute coarse-to-fine separation of
known and unknown samples and simultaneously assists the
adaptation of known samples. The weighting module limits
negative transfer by step-wise evaluation and verification. DAMI
is extensively evaluated on several benchmark domain adaptation
datasets. DAMI is robust to various openness levels, performs
well across significant domain gaps, and remarkably outperforms
contemporary domain adaptation methods.
Index Terms—Open set domain adaptation, adversarial do-
main adaptation networks, mutual information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks exhibit remarkable performance in
computer vision tasks. However, they require a bulk of an-
notated training data and the same underlying distribution for
training and testing data to perform optimally [1], [2]. The
scarcity of labeled data and the lack of ability to overcome
domain discrepancy [3], [4], [5] through generalization have
motivated Domain Adaptation (DA) works. Domain adaptation
works concentrates in adapting a model to an unlabeled target
domain which has access to a labeled source domain [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. Early domain
adaptation works followed the closed set assumption that
there exist only common label sets across the source and
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target domains [9], [16], [17]. For modifying this unrealistic
assumption, open set domain adaptation is recently studied.
Open Set domain adaptation by Back-Propagation (OSBP)
[18] focuses on having unknown classes in the target domain
only while [19] proposes to consider unknown samples in both
the domains. In this work, we focus on the setting proposed
by Saito et al. [18], as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Open set domain adaptation setting introduced by
Saito et al. [18].
The task in open set domain adaptation is to draw a
boundary between known and unknown classes as correctly
as possible without any prior information about the unknown
classes. Then adapt the known classes in the target domain to
the source domain. The main challenge of open set domain
adaptation is the negative transfer. Due to the misalignment of
known or unknown target samples during domain adaptation,
for some tasks Open set domain adaptation models perform
worse than non-domain adaptation classifier trained only on
the source domain [19], [13], [20]. This notion of performance
loss by a domain adaptation model is termed as negative
transfer [21].
It is required to separate the unknown target samples and
align only the known target samples to the source domain to
mitigate negative transfer. Many authors have sought to depend
only on source-trained multi-binary classifiers for separating
known-unknown target samples [20], [22]. However, such
classifiers may suffer from the overconfidence issue [23] and
yield high confidence for unknown target samples. This way
unknown samples will be treated as known samples at the
time of separation and motivate negative transfer. On the
other hand, Towards Inheritable Models (TIM) [24] trains a
model on the source domain and self-generated out-of-source-
distribution samples to ease the overconfidence issue. Later
uses this trained source model for adapting known classes
and rejects unknown classes by aligning the unknown classes
to the generated out-of-source-distribution samples. However,
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2this approach may initiate negative transfers by confining the
unknown domain similar to [19]. Clearly, an open set domain
adaptation model with a faulty known-unknown samples iden-
tification module is vulnerable to negative transfer.
However, in this work, instead of relying only on a source
trained network for separating known-unknown samples, we
concentrate in training a separating module to learn to group
known classes across domains together and simultaneously
separate unknown classes. We fulfill this objective by in-
creasing shared information between source-known and target-
known samples, and decreasing shared information between
source-known and target-unknown samples. For exploring
shared information, we leverage Mutual Information (I), which
is capable of quantifying the amount of information obtained
about one random variable by observing the other random
variable.
We refer to our proposed open set domain adaptation
model as Domain Adaptation based on Mutual Information
(DAMI). DAMI employs a three-step known-unknown sepa-
ration weighting module before adversarial domain adaptation:
(1) Coarse Separation Network (CSN), (2) Mutual Information
Optimization Network (MION), and (3) Fine Separation Net-
work (FSN). First, CSN draws a coarse boundary between
tentative known and unknown target samples. Then, based
on the decision of CSN, MION learns richer domain dis-
criminative features through optimizing Mutual Information
between known-unknown target samples and source samples.
This optimization relaxes the overconfidence constraint of the
MION by enforcing the unknown target samples to move away
from known samples and encourages positive transfer in the
latter step.
Finally, for finely separating unknown target samples from
known samples, FSN utilizes the features of MION and
assess the Point-wise Mutual Information (pmi) between each
target samples and the source domain, which is a measure
of co-occurrence. Upon finishing its iteration, FSN assigns
identifiable weights to known and unknown target samples.
The assigned weights are further used for finally rejecting un-
known samples and adapting the known samples adversarially.
The three-step assessment ensures that our model encourages
well separation of known samples from unknown samples.
As a result, DAMI assists in a better adaptation of known
target samples to the source domain. DAMI outperforms the
contemporary methods and non-DA classifiers, which indicates
the mitigation of negative transfer. A pictorial outline of DAMI
is shown in Figure 2.
The key contributions of this work can be summarized as:
• We propose a novel open set domain adaptation model
that limits negative transfer by easing the overconfidence
issue of deep networks through manipulating shared
information between known-unknown target samples and
the source domain.
• We discuss in detail the theoretical insights behind de-
signing DAMI.
• We present extensive empirical evaluation on several
datasets to demonstrate superior state-of-the-art perfor-
mance of DAMI compared to contemporary domain
adaptation models.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Closed Set Domain Adaptation
In Closed set domain adaptation methods, the focus is
to reduce the divergence between the source and the target
domains. The build-out of recent closed set domain adaptation
methods based on deep learning models [25], [13], [17],
[26], [10], [27], [28], [15], [29] originate from the prevalent
shallow domain adaptation methods [30], [31], [32], [33],
[34], [35]. Domain adaptation methods based on closed set
domain adaptation setting can be grouped into three different
categories. The first one is based on static moment matching,
such as Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [36], [26], [17],
[27], Central Moment Discrepancy (CMD) [37], and second-
order statistics matching [38]. The second category of methods
utilizes the Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [39] for
initiating the generation of images that are non-discriminative
to the shared label space of both domains [29], [16], [10], [13].
Domain adversarial methods that align pixels and features
from both domains and recreate labeled target images for
data augmentation also fall into this category [40], [41], [42],
[43], [44], [9]. Furthermore, Cycle-Consistent GAN [45] is
used for developing CycleGAN-based [46], [47], [48] domain
adaptation methods. The last category of methods exploits
Batch Normalization statistics for adapting domains [49], [50].
B. Open Set Domain Adaptation
Assign-and-Transform-Iteratively (ATI) [19] follows the
open set domain adaptation setting which has unknown classes
in both the domains. ATI evaluates the distance of each
target sample from the core of every source class, aligns
target samples residing in near vicinity to known classes and
rejects unknown target samples by aligning them towards the
unknowns of the source domain. Open Set Back-Propagation
(OSBP) [18], on the other hand, implements a generative
adversarial domain adaptation model. Both ATI and OSBP
approaches require some threshold hyper-parameters to dis-
tinguish between known and unknown classes. Since this
threshold hyper-parameters are not learnable or adaptive, they
encourage negative transfer by aligning known samples to the
‘unknown’ class.
However, Separate to adapt (STA) [20] utilizes underlying
domain similarity of target samples for progressive separation
of known-unknown target samples before domain adaptation.
STA is still exposed to misalignment of unknown samples for
relying only on the decision of a multi-binary classifier. Sim-
ilar to STA, Mutual to Separate (MTS) [22] employs a multi-
binary classifier with a domain adversarial network to separate
unknown samples and simultaneously adapt shared classes
across both domains. MTS proposed mutual learning between
the separation network and the adaptation network based on
the distance between the features of both networks. Unlike
MTS, DAMI leverages Mutual Information for distinguishing
known-unknown samples and provides the adversarial module
only with instance-level weights for adaptation.
3Figure 2: An overview of the proposed DAMI approach. (a) A view of an initial state of the open set domain adaptation
setting. (b) The situation at the end of the first step of separating module, CSN roughly determines the similarity between
target samples and source samples. (c) After the second step, due to optimizing shared information, the features of unknown
classes are pushed away from known classes (purple arrows) and the shared information between known source and known
target classes increases (black arrows) in the MION. (d) In the final step, after verifying the known and unknown samples based
on their co-occurrence probability pmi to the source domain, the FSN utilizes the latent space created between the known and
unknown domain in the MION to draw a fine boundary between known and unknown samples. (e) Based on the generated
weights w from FSN, the main feature discriminator aligns known samples to source domain, and the main classifier constructs
boundary between known classes and the ‘unknown’ class.
C. Mutual Information and Domain Adaptation
Leveraging information as a basis to learn representations
using paired data has been explored in domain adaptation [51],
co-clustering and others [52], [53]. These mentioned works
are constructed by utilizing several information bottleneck
principles [54], [55], [56]. For unsupervised closed set domain
adaptation, DADA [57] minimizes I for disentangling features.
For learning representations, DeepINFOMAX [58] maximizes
I between compact and spatially-preserved features, IMSAT
[59] maximizes I between samples and their representations
for better learning. IIC [60] maximizes I between the sam-
ple and its distorted version for clustering. Unlike above-
mentioned works, DAMI leverages optimization of informa-
tion for better discriminating known and unknown classes.
DeepINFOMAX and IMSAT requires a complex neural es-
timator for computing I over continuous random variables. In
contrary, IIC computes I for discrete random variables. Similar
to DADA, DAMI leverages MINE [61] for estimating Mutual
Information.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, we formally describe the open set domain
adaptation setting of our interest and present our proposed
method.
A. Domain Adaptation Setting
The open set domain adaptation setting of our focus con-
stitutes a source domain Ds = (xsi , y
s
i )
ns
i=1 of ns labeled
instances associated with |Cs| classes, which are drawn from
distribution ps and a target domain Dt = (xtj)
nt
j=1
of nt
unlabeled instances drawn from distribution pt. We denote the
class labels of the target and source domains as Ct and Cs
respectively. The shared label space is denoted as C = Cs∩Ct.
Ct = Ct \ C represents the label sets private to the target
domain, which should be recognized as ‘unknown’. In this
type of open set domain adaptation, it is difficult to identify
Figure 3: Block diagram of DAMI. The adversarial domain
adaptation module comprises of the feature extractor F , main
classifier C1, and adversarial domain discriminator D3. The
weighting module is constructed with an auxiliary feature
discriminator G, a multi-class one-vs-rest classifier C2, and
two non-adversarial binary discriminators D1 and D2. The
final weights w for separating known and unknown target
samples are generated after three-stage evaluation through (1)
Tentative Separation Network (TSN), (2) Mutual Informa-
tion Optimization Network (MION), and (3) Fine Separation
Network (FSN). The adversarial domain adaptation module
utilizes the weights w further to reject unknown target samples
and align known target samples to the source domain. The
right arrows denote forward passes, dotted arrows represent the
evaluation of similarity measures, and left arrows to represent
backward passes.
which part of the target label space Ct is shared with the source
label space Cs because the target domain is fully unlabeled
and Ct is unknown at the training time. It is challenging to
differentiate between known and unknown target samples as
we do not have any trace of the target sample labels.
4B. Proposed Domain Adversarial Model
Our proposed method comprises of two modules: 1)Domain
Adversarial Network (DAN) and 2) Weighting module for
known-unknown separation.
1) Domain Adversarial Network (DAN): The proposed
method is illustrated in Fig. 3. We aim to construct a boundary
between known and unknown target samples and reduce
divergence between the source domain and the known samples
of the target domain by learning transferable features in a
two-player minimax game. In line with [28], [18], [20], we
exploit generative adversarial domain adaptation. The first
player of our model is a domain discriminator D3 that is
trained to distinguish the features of the source domain from
the target domain. The second player is a feature generator
F that is simultaneously trained to reduce feature distribution
divergence in the opposite direction of the domain classifier.
The ultimate objective is to train the source classifier C1 to
correctly classify known target samples to its corresponding
class and target samples belonging to unknown classes as
‘unknown’.
The feature generator F takes inputs from both source
domain Ds and target domain Dt. The classifier C1 takes
features from F and gives |C| + 1 dimensional output, i.e.
the |C| known classes in the source domain and an ad-
ditional ‘unknown’ class for Ct. During the forward pass,
within C1, the features are transformed to a |C| + 1-
dimensional class probability through softmax function as,
σ(z) = exp (z)/(
∑|C|+1
i=1 exp (zi)), where z is the logit vector.
We define the classification loss on the source domain as
follows,
EsC1 =
1
ns
ns∑
i=1
LC1(C1(F (x
s
i )), y
s
i ). (1)
Here, LC1 is the standard cross-entropy loss function for
minimizing the error of the classifier C1.
For adversarially aligning the distributions of source and tar-
get data in the shared label space C, we utilize the adversarial
domain discriminator D3. We propose to infuse the outputs of
D2 as instance-level weights (i.e. w(xtj) = D2(G(F
′
(xtj))),
where a larger w(xtj) implies a higher probability to be from
the known classes (Section III-B2)) for target samples in the
loss of the adversarial discriminator D3 as,
ED3 = −
1
ns
ns∑
i=1
log(D3(F (x
s
i )))
− 1
nt
nt∑
j=1
w(xtj) log(1−D3(F (xtj))).
(2)
The adversarial training between the feature extractor F and
discriminator D3 in this module is equivalent to aligning
known target samples towards the source domain.
To preserve the characteristics of cluster assumption during
adaptation, we further minimize the conditional entropy with
respect to the known classes of the target domain as follows,
Etce =
∑
xtj∈Dt
w(xtj)L
t
ce. (3)
Here, Ltce = −Exj∼Dt [C1(F (xj))> ln(C1(F (xj)))]. Mini-
mizing conditional entropy will enforce confidence on the
classifier for unlabeled target data, and the decision boundaries
will occur far away from the data-dense regions in the target
domain. We incorporate our generated instance-level weights
to the entropy minimization so that only the entropy of
target samples estimated to be from the known classes are
minimized. However, if the classifier has high capacity, only
minimizing conditional entropy may result in over-fitting to
the unlabeled samples. To prevent this, virtual adversarial
training (VAT) [62] has been utilized in addition to conditional
entropy minimization to smooth the classifier surface around
the unlabeled points [62], [63]. In line with [63], we optimize
the VAT loss with respect to both the source and target domain
as follows,
Etv =
∑
xtj∈Dt
w(xtj)L
t
vat.
Esv = L
s
vat.
(4)
Here, Lvat = −Ex∼D[ max‖γ‖<DKL(C1(F (x))‖C1(F (x+γ)))],
DKL represents the Kullback–Leibler divergence and γ de-
notes perturbation. It is worth mentioning, we have used our
generated weights in VAT losses for enforcing classifier to be
consistent within the norm-ball neighborhood of each sample
belonging to the shared label space C.
For training the classifier C1 to recognize unknown tar-
get samples, we use the target samples which are assigned
low weights by D2. Based on our weighting module, target
samples with small weights (w(xtj)) have more probability of
belonging to the unknown classes. We define the weighted loss
for separating the ‘unknown’ class as,
EtC1 =
1
nt
nt∑
j=1
w(xtj)LC1(C1(F (x
t
j)), y
t
u). (5)
where, ytu denote the label of the unknown class. Note that this
loss is minimized with respect to only the ‘unknown’ index
of the classifier C1.
2) Weighting Module for Known-Unknown Separation: In
this section, we present the conceptual details of the weighting
module of DAMI.
Overview: The main challenge in DAMI, as illustrated in
Equations (1)-(5), is the way of measuring the similarity of
target samples to the source domain on the basis of which the
unknown target samples are to be rejected. We aim to develop
a weight measure w(xtj) for each target samples by employing
a three-step evaluation procedure.
In the first step of the weighting module, CSN evaluates
the underlying domain similarity of target samples to source
domain with the help of a binary discriminator D1 which de-
pends on the decision of a source trained multi-class classifier
C2 and generates a similarity score d for each target sample.
Afterwards, by using the similarity score d, the auxiliary
feature discriminator G in MION manipulates the Mutual
Information between tentative known-unknown target samples
and the source domain. This facilitates G to drive tentative
unknown samples away from the source domain by decreasing
5shared information and draw tentative known samples closer
to the source domain by increasing information in between
them.
In the final step, FSN utilizes the output of the auxiliary
feature discriminator G for selecting target samples with
highest and lowest similarity to the source domain based
on their average co-occurrence, i.e. Point-wise Mutual In-
formation (pmi) to the source samples. The pmi verifies the
similarity/dissimilarity of target samples to the source domain
by providing a measure of the amount of shared information
between them. Then, FSN uses the discriminative features of
G to train another binary discriminator D2 with the verified
target samples to learn to finely separate known and unknown
target samples and assign them high and low weights respec-
tively. The final instance-level weights w are further used
by DAN for adapting known samples and rejecting unknown
samples.
Mechanism in Detail: For generating preliminary instance-
level similarity score; first, we separate known and unknown
target samples based on their underlying domain similarity to
the source domain. To accomplish this, we place a multi-class
one-vs-rest classifier C2 (Fig. 3) which takes features from an
auxiliary feature discriminator G and determines the similarity
of target samples to individual known-source labels Cs. We
utilize a leaky softmax [64] and binary cross-entropy loss to
optimize C2 as follows,
EC2 = −
1
ns
ns∑
i=1
|Cs|∑
k=1
ysi,k log(C
k
2 (F (x
s
i )))
+(1− ysi,k) log(1− Ck2 (F (xsi )))
(6)
where, Ck2 (F (x
s
i )) is the probability of a sample belonging
to the kth known class. This classifier is trained only on the
source domain which means the probability Ck2 (F (x)) can be
seen as the similarity between the target sample and the known
class k. The element-sum i.e. Esum(x) =
∑|Cs|
k=1 C
k
2 (F (x)) of
the leaky-softmax outputs for samples resembling the source
domain will be high or close to 1 whereas, samples dissim-
ilar to source domain will yield low or close to 0 outputs.
Thus, samples from known classes of the target domain are
prone to producing a higher Esum(x). This indicates that
known target samples tend to share underlying discriminative
domain information with the source domain. On the other
hand, unknown target samples produce low Esum(x), which
represents more uncertainty in the class assignment. We further
utilize the output of C2 to train a binary discriminator D1 for
finely separating target samples similar to the source domain
from samples dissimilar to the source domain. The binary
discriminator assumes that known target samples belong to
the shared label space. Therefore, D1 trains itself to produce
high output for samples which resemble source samples and
low output for samples that have negligible or no similarity
with the source domain as follows,
ED1 = −
1
ns
ns∑
i=1
logD1(Esum(x
s
i ))
− 1
nt
nt∑
j=1
log(1−D1(Esum(xtj))).
(7)
Now, the output d(xtj) = D1(Esum(x
t
j)) of D1 can be used
as an instance-level weight for target samples.
We introduce a feature discriminator G. The objective of
placing the auxiliary feature discriminator G is to minimize
the common information (Mutual Information) between un-
known target samples and the source samples. And maximize
the Mutual Information between known target samples and
the source samples. Maximizing shared information between
known target samples and source samples will increase the
amount of uncertainty removed while assigning a class to
target samples by knowing the source samples. On the other
hand, minimizing shared information between unknown target
samples and source samples will introduce more uncertainty in
classifying the unknown target samples. In particular, knowing
how to group similar classes together and simultaneously
knowing how to separate different classes will limit the over-
confidence of G for classifying unknown samples as known.
We rank the output of D1 for target samples and identify m
known and unknown target samples based on the highest and
lowest similarity score (d(xtj)), where, m = b/4 and b = batch
size. Note that the empirical value of m is found suitable for
a wide range of tasks. In each batch, we utilize the selected
m tentative known and m tentative unknown target samples
for optimizing shared information. Since we obtain limited
number of target samples after filtering the output of D1,
we apply data augmentation which also imposes robustness
in the optimization. We apply different transformations such
as random crops, central crops and horizontal flips. The images
within each batch are repeated to make sure that every source
sample is paired with the original target sample and their
transformations.
DAMI adopts the Mutual Information Neural Estimator
(MINE) [61] to calculate the I. In DAMI, MINE exploits
the bound I(Xs, Xt) ≥ IΘ(Xs;Xt), where X represents
the features/output of G and IΘ(Xs;Xt) denotes the neu-
ral information measure. The unbiased estimation of Mutual
Information on l i.i.d samples is measured by using a neural
network Tθ as,
̂I(Xs;Xt)l = sup
θ∈Θ
E
P
(l)
XsXt
[Tθ]− log(EP (l)
Xs
)⊗P̂ (l)
Xt
[expTθ ]
(8)
here, PXsXt is the joint probability distribution of
(G(F (Ds)), G(F (Dt))), and PXs=
∫
Xt
PXsXt and
PXt=
∫
Xs
PXsXt are the marginals. The objective of
maximizing and minimizing I can be fulfilled by gradient
ascent and descent respectively. The expectations are
estimated by shuffling the samples from the joint distribution
6within a batch, which also establishes dependency through
marginalization. Therefore, G is trained to optimize I as,
EMIk = λ1
̂I(Xs;Xtk)l
EMIuk = λ2
̂I(Xs;Xtuk)l
(9)
Here, EMIk and EMIuk represent the computed Mutual Infor-
mation (Eqs. 8) of rough known and unknown target samples
(evaluated by CSN) with the source domain respectively. The
hyper-parameters (λ1 and λ2) are easy to choose empirically
and work well across multiple tasks. Setting λ1 > λ2 ensures
that I of known samples are given higher attention than
unknowns.
After optimizing EMIk and EMIuk , G learns a function that
partitions the data such that the features of source samples are
closer to the known target samples than the unknown target
samples. For the final fine separation of known and unknown
target samples, we utilize the Point-wise Mutual Information
pmi between target and source samples based on the output
of G. To convert the output of G to probability distribution
we use a softmax layer. The softmax outputs of G for the
whole batch of a target (Zt) and source data (Zs) (without any
transformed version) can be treated as a distribution of discrete
random variables. Point-wise Mutual Information between two
instances (Zsi and Z
t
j) of two random variables (Z
s and Zt)
represents the probability of their co-occurrence compared to
their individual or independent occurrence. Point-wise Mutual
Information can be formalized as,
pmi(Zsi ;Z
t
j) = log
P (Zsi , Z
t
j)
P (Zsi )P (Z
t
j)
. (10)
The dependency between Zs and Zt is ensured by marginal-
ization over a batch. The joint probability distribution is
constructed as M = Zs · Zt> (ns × nt tensor M ), where Zs
and Zt matrices hold the dimension of n×Cs. The marginals
are computed from the summation of rows and columns of
M .
The pmi further can be explained as the amount of
uncertainty in Ztj which is removed by knowing Z
s
i i.e.
pmi(Zsi ;Z
t
j) = H(Z
t
j) −H(Ztj |Zsi ). In the open set domain
adaptation setting, the target samples from shared classes
possess a great deal of similarity to the source samples. Thus,
for G and image pairs (xsi , x
t
j), when each image contains the
similar object of its pair but has little domain gap (different
illuminations, weather, camera conditions, etc.), the random
variable constructed by the first of each pair, Zsi , will have
powerful statistical influence on the random variable for the
second one Ztj . On the other hand, image pair with dissimilar
images will pose a weak statistical relation. Therefore, the
known target samples will produce higher pmi than unknown
samples because of having less difference between the proba-
bility of co-occurrence and occurrence and at the same time,
more uncertainty removed. We compute the pmi (Eq. (10))
of a target sample to every source sample in the batch and
consider the highest pmi value. The higher the pmi of a target
sample to a source sample batch means the more probable that
it comes from the shared label space C.
For final and fine separation of known and unknown target
samples, we integrate a non-adversarial binary discriminator
D2 to G. This discriminator learns to distinguish known and
unknown target samples based on the highest and lowest pmi
with the source domain. To be specific, the discriminator D2 is
trained to yield higher weights for target samples with highest
pmi than samples with lowest pmi. We optimize the binary
discriminator D2 as follows,
ED2 = −
1
nt
nt∑
j=1
(log(Dh2 (G(F (x
t
j))))
+ log(1−Dl2(G(F (xtj))))).
(11)
where, Dh2 (G(F (x
t
j))) and D
l
2(G(F (x
t
j))) denote the prob-
Algorithm 1 Training Procedure
Input: labeled source dataset Ds; unlabeled target dataset Dt;
Feature extractor F ; main classifier C1; adversarial domain
discriminator D3; auxiliary feature discriminator G; auxiliary
source classifier C2; non-adversarial discriminators D1 and
D2. F , C1 and C2 are pre-trained on Ds.
Output: Trained feature discriminator F and classifier C1.
1: while not converged do
2: Sample mini-batch from (xsi , y
s
i )
ns
i=1 and (x
t
j)
nt
j=1
;
3: Update F , C2 and D1 by Eq. (6) + Eq. (7);
4: Compute mutual information by Eq. (8);
5: Update G by Eq. (9) ;
6: for j = 1:mini-batch do
7: Compute pmi between every source sample
(xsi , y
s
i )
ns
i=1 and (x
t
j) by Eq. (10);
8: Record the highest pmi;
9: end for
10: Record target samples with highest and lowest pmi;
11: Update D2 by Eq. (11);
12: Compute loss for ‘unknown’ index of C1 by Eq. (5)
using target samples with low weights w(xtj);
13: Compute losses by Equations (1 - 4);
14: Update C1, F , and D3 jointly by computed losses
15: end while
16: return Trained C1 and F .
ability of target samples with highest and lowest pmi with the
source domain respectively in a batch. Now that D2 can finely
distinguish known and unknown target samples i.e. the output
w(xtj) = D2(G(F (x
t
j))) is close to 1 for known samples
and close to 0 for unknown samples. This fine separation
by D2 has high confidence because only extremely similar
and dissimilar samples are used. The target samples with
extreme dissimilarities (i.e. w(xtj) close to 0) are plugged in
to Equation (4) and recognized as ‘unknown’.
Considering all the above-discussed derivations, we present
our proposed adversarial domain adaptation model. We denote
the parameters of the F , G, C1, D3, C2, D1 and D2 as θF ,
θG, θC1 , θD3 , θC2 , θD1 and θD2 respectively. The overall
7objectives of our proposed method are:
θC2 , θD1 = argmin
θC2 ,θD1
EC2 + ED1
θG = argmax
θG
EMIk , θG = argmin
θG
EMIuk
θD2 = argmin
θD2
ED2
θC1 , θD3 = argmin
θC1 ,θD3
EsC1 + E
t
C1 + ED3 + E
t
ce + E
s
v + E
t
v
θF = argmin
θF
EsC1 + E
t
C1 − ED3 + Etce + Esv + Etv
(12)
During back-propagation, we use a gradient reversal layer
[16] to calculate the gradient of ED3 efficiently. The job
of the gradient reversal layer is to multiply the gradient
by a certain negative constant while back-propagating. The
gradient reversal phenomenon confirms that the feature
distributions over the shared classes C of the source and
target domains are made as indistinguishable as possible for
the classifier C1. The training procedure of DAMI is outlined
in Algorithm 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section, we describe the datasets, our evaluation
details, and discuss the results.
A. Datasets
Office-31 [30] consists of 31 categories in three visually
distinct domains, namely: amazon (A), DSLR (D) and we-
bcam (W). This dataset has a collection of samples from
amazon.com, captured samples from DSLR and web camera.
The first ten classes have been chosen as C, and the last ten
classes as ‘unknown’ samples in the target domain Ct for
accomplishing six open set domain adaptation tasks: A→ W,
D→ W, W→ D, A→ D, D→ A and W→ A. VisDA2017
[67] poses a special domain adaptation setting by focusing
on a simulation of synthetic to real images. This dataset has
12 categories. We have selected six classes (bicycle, bus, car,
motorcycle, train, and truck) as the shared classes C and
the remaining six classes as ‘unknown’ classes in the target
domain.
Office-Home [68] comprises of 65 classes in four different
domains: Artistic images (Ar), Clip-Art images (Cl), Product
images (Pr), and Real-World images (Rw). The first ten classes
are used as the shared classes C. Except for the next five
classes, which are considered private to the source domain,
the rest of the classes are selected as ‘unknown’ classes in the
target domain. This dataset has 12 domain adaptation tasks:
Ar→ Cl, Ar→ Pr, Ar→ Rw, Cl→ Ar, Cl→ Pr, Cl→ Rw,
Pr→ Ar, Pr→ Cl, Pr→ Rw, Rw→ Ar, Rw→ Cl and Rw→ Pr.
ImageNet-Caltech is composed of ImageNet-1K [69] with
1000 categories and Caltech-256 consisting 256 categories.
The common 84 classes are selected as the known or shared
classes C, and the remaining classes are considered as the
’unknown’ class in the target domain [64], [70]. Two open set
domain adaptation tasks are performed for this dataset: I→ C
and C→ I.
B. Evaluation Details
We follow the evaluation protocol of the Visual Domain
Adaptation (VisDA 2018) Open-Set Classification Challenge
in this work. According to the protocol, all the target domain
private classes |Ct| are assumed to be a unified ‘unknown’
class, and the average per-class accuracy for all the known
and unknown |C| + 1 classes is the final result. In line with
[30], we present the average of per-class accuracy measured
on all the known classes and one ‘unknown’ classes (|C|+1)
as OS. And, the average per-class accuracy only on the shared
or known classes (|C|) as OS?.
We have used ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-50[65] for all
the tasks except VisDA tasks with customized new layers
as the feature generator. For VisDA tasks, we utilize Ima-
geNet pre-trained VGGNet as the backbone. The auxiliary
feature discriminator, supplementary classifier and the binary
discriminators are designed with fully-connected and batch-
normalization layers. All the transformations mentioned earlier
are applied in our experiments for the computation of I. The
size of all transformed target images are matched to the input
size of the main feature generator. We have used SGD with
a learning rate of 0.001 for pre-trained layers and momentum
of 9. A batch size greater than or equal to 16 is found to
be suitable for the effective computation of I in the model.
Setting the value of hyper-parameter λ1 as 10 times greater
than the value of λ2 facilitates the model across various tasks.
Setting the values of λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 0.1 facilitates the
Mutual Information optimization in our experimental tasks.
Readers may adjust the values of the hyper-parameters to their
respective tasks empirically.
C. Classification results
In this section, we compare the performance of DAMI
against contemporary works. The results for other methods on
the tasks of Office-31, Office-Home, and VisDA datasets are
taken from [20], [24], and [22]. The results for the tasks of the
ImageNet-Caltech dataset are produced using ResNet-50 (as
the backbone network) as these results are not available in the
literature in this open set domain adaptation setting. In Tables I
and II, we report the mean and std. deviation of OS and OS?
over three separate runs. Its is worth mentioning, we report
only OS accuracy in Table II because of space constraints.
Table I, II, III and IV present the results on the tasks
of Office-31, Office-Home, VisDA and ImageNet-Caltech
datasets respectively. It is evident that both versions of DAMI
outperform all the compared methods on average accuracy and
on the majority of the tasks for all the datasets. For closed
set methods [28], [17], we observe that the performance lags
behind ResNet on some tasks when evaluated following the
open set domain adaptation setting. The lag in the performance
of these methods compared to non-DA classifier is the result of
negative transfer initiated by aligning the whole target domain
with the source domain. Thus, the unknown classes are also
matched with source data.
Existing open set domain adaptation method lags behind
the non-DA classifier ResNet on some tasks on the datasets
Office-Home, VisDA and ImageNet-Caltech as reported in
8Table I: Classification accuracy (%) of proposed and other domain adaptation methods on Office-31 tasks (ResNet-50).
Approach
Accuracy (%)
A→ W A→ D D→ W W→ D D→ A W→ A Avg
OS OS? OS OS? OS OS? OS OS? OS OS? OS OS? OS OS?
ResNet [65] (2016) 82.5±1.2 82.7±0.9 85.2±0.3 85.5±0.9 94.1±0.3 94.3±0.7 96.6±0.2 97.0±0.4 71.6±1.0 71.5±1.1 75.5±1.0 75.2±1.6 84.2 84.4
DANN [28] (2016) 85.3±0.7 87.7±1.1 86.5±0.6 87.7±0.6 97.5±0.2 98.3±0.5 99.5±0.1 100.0±.0 75.7±1.6 76.2±0.9 74.9±1.2 75.6±0.8 86.6 87.6
RTN [17] (2016) 85.6±1.2 88.1±1.0 89.5±1.4 90.1±1.6 94.8±0.3 96.2±0.7 97.1±0.2 98.7±0.9 72.3±0.9 72.8±1.5 73.5±0.6 73.9±1.4 85.4 86.8
OpenMax [66] (2016) 87.4±0.5 87.5±0.3 87.1±0.9 88.4±0.9 96.1±0.4 96.2±0.3 98.4±0.3 98.5±0.3 83.4±1.0 82.1±0.6 82.8±0.9 82.8±0.6 89.0 89.3
ATI [19] (2017) 87.4±1.5 88.9±1.4 84.3±1.2 86.6±1.1 93.6±1.0 95.3±1.0 96.5±0.9 98.7±0.8 78.0±1.8 79.6±1.5 80.4±1.4 81.4±1.2 86.7 88.4
OSBP [18] (2018) 86.5±2.0 87.6±2.1 88.6±1.4 89.2±1.3 97.0±1.0 96.5±0.4 97.9±0.9 98.7±0.6 88.9±2.5 90.6±2.3 85.8±2.5 84.9±1.3 90.8 91.3
STA [20] (2019) 89.5±0.6 92.1±0.5 93.7±1.5 96.1± 0.4 97.5±0.2 96.5±0.5 99.5±0.2 99.6±0.1 89.1±0.5 93.5±0.8 87.9±0.9 87.4±0.6 92.9 94.1
TIM [24] (2020) 91.3±0.7 93.2±1.2 94.2±1.1 97.1±0.8 96.5±0.5 97.4±0.7 99.5±0.2 99.4±0.3 90.1±0.2 91.5±0.2 88.7±1.3 88.1±0.9 93.4 94.5
MTS [22] (2020) 92.4±0.3 96.8±0.8 94.7±0.2 98.2±0.5 97.9±0.2 99.5±0.2 98.9±0.4 100.0±0.0 89.6±0.4 92.0±0.3 89.7±0.2 91.9±0.3 93.8 96.4
DAMI 96.3±0.2 98.6±0.2 98.2±0.3 100.0±0.4 100±0.5 100.0±0.4 98.7±0.1 99.9±0.1 95.7±0.5 97.8±0.4 93.4±0.7 95.8±0.6 97.0 98.6
Table II: Classification accuracy (%) of proposed and contemporary domain adaptation methods on Office-Home dataset tasks
(ResNet-50).
Approach Accuracy (%)Ar→ Cl Pr→ Cl Rw→ Cl Ar→ Pr Cl→ Pr Rw→ Pr Cl→ Ar Pr→ Ar Rw→ Ar Ar→ Rw Cl→ Rw Pr→ Rw Avg
ResNet [65] (2016) 53.4±0.4 52.7±0.6 51.9±0.5 69.3±0.7 61.8±0.5 74.1±0.4 61.4±0.6 64.0±0.3 70.0±0.3 78.7±0.6 71.0±0.6 74.9±0.9 65.3
DANN [28] (2016) 54.6±0.7 49.7±1.6 51.9±1.4 69.5±1.1 63.5±1.0 72.9±0.8 61.9±1.2 63.3±1.0 71.3±1.0 80.2±0.8 71.7±0.4 74.2±0.4 65.4
ATI [19] (2017) 55.2±1.2 52.6±1.6 53.5±1.4 69.1±1.1 63.5±1.5 74.1±1.5 61.7±1.2 64.5±0.9 70.7±0.5 79.2±0.7 72.9±0.7 75.8±1.6 66.1
OpenMax [66] (2016) 56.5±0.4 52.9±0.7 53.7±0.4 69.1±0.3 64.8±0.4 74.5±0.6 64.1±0.9 64.0±0.8 71.2±0.8 80.3±0.8 73.0±0.5 76.9±0.3 66.7
OSBP [18] (2018) 56.7±1.9 51.5±2.1 49.2±2.4 67.5±1.5 65.5±1.5 74.0±1.5 62.5±2.0 64.8±1.1 69.3±1.1 80.6±0.9 74.7±2.2 71.5±1.9 65.7
STA [20] (2019) 58.1±0.6 53.1±0.9 54.4±1.0 71.6±1.2 69.3±1.0 81.9±0.5 63.4±0.5 65.2±0.8 74.9±1.0 85.0±0.2 75.8±0.4 80.8±0.3 69.5
TIM [24] (2020) 60.1±0.7 54.2±1.0 56.2±1.7 70.9±1.4 70.0±1.7 78.6±0.6 64.0±0.6 66.1±1.3 74.9±0.9 83.2±0.9 75.7±1.3 81.3±1.4 69.6
MTS [22] (2020) 63.7±0.3 58.4±0.3 64.4±0.1 80.6±0.5 74.2±0.4 83.3±0.2 68.4±0.3 71.1±0.3 78.0±0.4 86.0±0.2 79.5±0.2 82.7±0.4 74.2
DAMI 68.1±0.4 63.2±0.6 70.5±0.2 83.7±0.4 83.8±0.2 86.3±0.6 76.7±0.7 80.9±0.4 86.3±0.3 91.2±0.5 87.8±0.7 88.9±0.6 80.6
Table III: Classification accuracy (%) of proposed and other domain adaptation methods on VisDA2017 tasks (VGGNet).
Approach
Accuracy (%)
bicycle bus car motorcycle train truck unknown OS OS?
ResNet [65] (2016) 40.2 55.4 63.5 70.8 74.1 35.2 45.6 54.9 56.5
ATI [19] (2017) 46.2 57.5 56.9 79.1 81.6 32.7 65.0 59.9 59.0
OSBP [18] (2018) 51.1 67.1 42.8 84.2 81.8 28.0 85.1 62.9 59.2
STA [20] (2019) 52.4 69.6 59.9 87.8 86.5 27.2 84.1 66.8 63.9
TIM [24] (2020) 53.5 69.2 62.2 85.7 85.4 32.5 88.5 68.1 64.7
DAMI 58.1 78.9 88.7 96.8 87.8 42.6 83.1 76.5 75.4
Table IV: Classification accuracy (%) of proposed and
other domain adaptation methods on ImageNet-Caltech tasks
(ResNet-50).
Approach
Accuracy (%)
I→ C C→ I Avg
OS OS? OS OS? OS OS?
ResNet [65] 75.7 75.1 67.1 67.8 71.4 71.5
BP [16] (2015) 68.9 67.3 61.2 59.0 65.0 63.2
ATI [19] (2017) 71.6 65.9 67.4 65.1 69.5 65.5
OSBP [18] (2018) 63.1 63.4 54.8 53.6 58.9 58.5
STA [20] (2019) 75.3 74.2 68.1 68.3 71.7 71.3
DAMI 81.3 83.8 75.2 78.1 78.2 80.9
tables II, III and IV respectively. These datasets are more
challenging as they have a large domain gap compared to
the Office-31 dataset. The task performance sacrifice in the
contemporary open set domain adaptation methods is caused
by the effect of negative transfer during domain adaptation.
Though open set domain adaptation methods do not blindly
align all target samples to source samples, the negative transfer
happens during the known-unknown target sample separation
stage before domain adaptation. This issue can be further
explained by the results shown in table III. VisDA dataset is
way more challenging than other domain adaptation datasets
as the adaptation has to happen from synthetic to real images.
We observe that there is a considerable gap between the
accuracy of the OS? and OS for the majority of the tasks. The
OS? lags behind OS, which means a large number of known
images are classified as unknown images. However, besides,
increasing the per-class accuracy compared to other methods,
DAMI decreases the gap between OS? and OS. Which means
optimization of I facilitates the domain adaptation model by
imposing better discrimination among similar and dissimilar
class features.
(a) STA [20] (b) TIM [24] (c) DAMI
Figure 4: The t-SNE [71] visualization of the last-layer fea-
tures of the adapted classifiers for the task A→ D. Source,
target-known and target-unknown samples are shown in green,
blue and red colour respectively.
Feature Visualization. We visualize the last layer features
in STA, TIM and DAMI on the task A→ D in Figure 4. The
learned features of some unknown classes in the STA method
lie in the near vicinity of the known classes while others are
intermingled with known class features. This proves that STA
confuses known and unknown samples because of depending
9only on the multi-binary classifier. For some cases, TIM
improves over the STA method and shows better separation
among known and unknown features. On the other hand, for
other cases, the unknown class features are even closer to the
known classes than STA. This is due to having no access to the
source domain during adaptation. The features of DAMI shows
a better separation of unknown classes from known classes and
well-segregated clusters of aligned known classes of the source
and target domain. DAMI leverages the three-step assessment
based weighting scheme for this visible well separation of
known from unknown classes in the feature space.
Openness. We execute experiments on Office-31 dataset
Figure 5: OS Accuracy with respect to different openness
levels in the target domain for the task A→ D of Office-31
dataset.
to further substantiate the robustness of DAMI in different
degree of openness. In Fig. 5, we present the OS accuracy
on different levels of Openness, O = 1− |Cs|/|Ct| [72]. The
superior performance of DAMI in different levels of openness
shows that our method is robust for a wide range of openness
settings. This compatibility to openness is achieved due to
the improved known-unknown samples separation followed by
proper adaptation.
Convergence Analysis. We plot the Mutual Information
Figure 6: Mutual Information optimization training errors
EMIuk , EMIk and accuracy with respect to the training epochs
for the A→ W task.
optimization losses EMIuk (for unknown samples), EMIk (for
known samples) defined by Eq. (9), and the accuracy with
respect to the training epochs in the Figure 6. The graph shows
that I between known target samples and the source domain
is maximized, and I between unknown target samples and the
source domain is minimized over the epochs. At the same
time, the classification accuracy maintains a steadily increasing
pattern.
D. Visualizing Learned Weights
(a) (b)
Figure 7: A pictorial illustration of learned weights of (a)
known target samples and (b) unknown target samples for the
task A→ W (Office-31), where d represents the weights gen-
erated by discriminator D1 and w denotes the final instance-
level weights assigned to target samples by discriminator D2
for distinguishing known-unknown target samples and domain
adaptation
Figure 7 shows that the final instance-level weight w for
known target samples is consistently greater than the primary
weight d. Similarly, for unknown samples, w is smaller than d
across all epochs. The generated weights d from D1 struggles
to reach near 1 and near 0 values due to the leaky softmax
layer in the classifier C2. The leaky-softmax assigns a high
probability for a logit that has a large probability for a known
class. This helps in determining rough domain similarity.
However, the leaky-softmax tends to generate element-sum of
its output smaller than 1. Due to this tendency, the weights
d, that are directly associated with the leaky-softmax element-
sum lie in the mid-high and mid-low range. On the other hand,
D2 has no such constraint and is trained on the features of
G, which has more discriminative knowledge about known-
unknown samples. Thus, the weights w generated from D2
have high confidence. Also, the weights w has closer to 1
values for known samples and closer to 0 for unknown samples
which facilitates the domain discriminator D3 to adapt better
by ignoring unknown samples that possess low weights.
E. Ablation Study
We present the ablation study of DAMI in a building block
manner to justify the role of different components in the
model. The results of our ablation studies are reported in Table
V.
DAN: We start the ablation analysis with the base DAN. This
variant does not have any weighting module in the structure
except the main feature discriminator F , classifier C1 and
discriminator D3. Due to having no prior known-unknown
separation module DAN depends on the pseudo decision of
C1 for rejecting target samples as unknown and suffers from
a tremendous amount of negative transfer.
CSN + DAN: To help reduce negative transfer by separating
known-unknown samples prior to domain adaptation, we place
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Table V: Classification accuracy (%) of different variants of DAMI on Office-31 tasks (ResNet-50).
Approach
Accuracy (%)
A→ W A→ D D→ W W→ D D→ A W→ A Avg
OS OS? OS OS? OS OS? OS OS? OS OS? OS OS? OS OS?
DAN 80.1±0.3 72.3±0.8 82.3±0.6 76.9±0.9 79.1±0.6 75.0±0.8 89.2±0.6 84.5±0.8 81.2±0.4 76.9±0.6 82.1±0.8 78.1±0.5 82.3 77.2
CSN + DAN 91.1±0.3 90.1±0.8 92.5±0.4 92.0±0.8 96.9±0.7 95.7±0.6 95.5±0.5 94.3±0.6 88.7±0.6 87.9±0.5 89.1±0.4 91.5±0.5 92.8 91.9
CSN + MION + DAN 93.3±0.4 93.2±0.3 94.5±0.3 94.7±0.4 97.4±0.6 97.6±0.6 95.7±0.2 94.8±0.6 91.1±0.9 92.3±0.5 88.3±0.4 88.1±0.3 93.3 93.4
DAMI (CSN + MION + FSN + DAN) 96.3±0.2 98.6±0.2 98.2±0.3 100.0±0.4 100±0.5 100.0±0.4 98.7±0.1 99.9±0.1 95.7±0.5 97.8±0.4 93.4±0.7 95.8±0.6 97.0 98.6
supplementary source classifier C2 and its auxiliary discrimi-
nator D1. We refer to this version as DAMI without Mutual
Information optimization module DAN w/ CSN. Though this
variant outperforms the previous one, the generated weights d
harm the adversarial domain adaptation being influenced by
the leaky effect of C2 (discussed in section IV-D).
CSN + MION + DAN: This variant is implemented without
the FSN that has a discriminator D2 which finely separates
known-unknown samples after evaluating point-wise mutual
information. Though MION gains the ability to generate
discriminative features, it still lacks at generating suitable
weights. We use the highest output of G as instance-level soft
weights and observe the DAN slightly struggles to differentiate
known-unknown as the weights are not yet smooth.
DAMI(CSN + MION + FSN + DAN) outperforms the
above-mentioned variants. DAMI is capable of finely separate
known-unknown target samples due to integrating FSN. FSN
evaluates pmi for verifying similarity/dissimilarity of target
samples and generates smooth weights through D2. In fine,
DAMI has access to discerning knowledge of known and
unknown domains which assists better in further separation of
known-unknown target samples by generating suitable weights
before domain adaptation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel Domain Adaptation based
on Mutual Information (DAMI) model for addressing the
challenge of handling negative transfer in open set domain
adaptation. DAMI is capable of separating known from un-
known target samples by utilizing the three-step evaluation-
verification based weighting module, which leverages the
optimization of Mutual Information in between similar classes
and dissimilar classes. Simultaneously, DAMI aligns features
of known target classes to source domain. It is evident from
the comprehensive validation on various datasets that DAMI
is robust to different level of openness and large domain gaps,
and outperforms contemporary works.
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